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Abstract
Silica has been proposed as a material for optical components (windows, lenses
and optical fibres) in diagnostics and remote handling systems in ITER. Highpurity KU1 and KS-4V silica are considered to be the main candidate materials for such applications. It is known that radiation gives rise to optical
absorption bands (mainly in the ultraviolet region) that are associated with
radiation-induced point defects, and implantation can increase the absorption
monotonically in ultraviolet range.
The objective of this project is the characterization of different types of
silica samples that have been gamma irradiated at moderate temperatures or
deuterium implanted. Optical absorption measurements have been performed
from the ultraviolet to infrared range. Radiation induced bands have been
analyzed and a comparison at different temperatures is made, and the effect
of irradiation on implanted silica is also investigated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Silica is utilized in numerous optical applications due to its high transparency
in a wide wavelength range, low conductivity, low manufacturing cost and
other properties (Ref. [1]). Some types of silica are ideal for the application in space, accelerator, fission reactor and fusion plants as optical windows
(Refs. [1, 2]), since its thermally robust and radiation hard properties. In nuclear fusion, mainly two confinement ways to approach the controlled fusion
condition (Ref. [3]): one is inertial confinement fusion, laser light compresses
and heats the target fuel to ignite the fusion reaction, a set of final optics
should turn the laser to the target in a hostile environment including high
energy neutrons and gamma rays (Refs. [2, 4]); another approach is magnetic
controlled fusion based on Tokamak (Ref. [5]) and stellarator, where silica is
used in diagnostic and remote handling systems (Ref. [6]); now, the international Tokamak project ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor) in Cadarach France, is trying to demonstrate the possibility to achieve
a self-sustained fusion power plant and to test components under reactor like
condition, it is a step towards to construct a power-generating plant in the
future .
The radioactivity in the controlled fusion device is from tritium and high
energy neutrons in the D-T fusion reaction process like following (Ref. [7])
Eq.1.1:
D + T → 4 He(3.5M eV ) + n(14.1M eV )
(1.1)
D deuterium, is a stable isotope, nevertheless, T is a radioactive isotope,
has one proton and two neutrons. It is indispensable to use remote handling
systems in such environment with radiation and high energy particles. The
optical components in the system are expected to maintain their transmission
in high level of ionizing radiation for hundreds of hours. In the diagnostic systems, the radiation is much higher than in the remote handling part (Ref. [8]),
the optical diagnostic system have to be designed to avoid direct view lines
but folded by using mirrors and waveguide, on the other hand the insulator
materials behave as tritium barrier and vacuum window to protect the system
(Ref. [9]). In ITER, the level of ionization radiation for remote handling system is about 1 ∼ 10Gy/s, in the case of diagnostic system, it is up to tens to
3
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hundreds Gy/s, and the materials are subject to atomic displacement of the order of 10−10 dpa/s (dpa: displacement per atom), in addition, the components
are expected to operate at temperatures between about 100 and 200◦ C.
The basic structure unit for silica is tetrahedron the same as quartz, however, in amorphous silica the connection angles between each tetrahedron are
variant and the structure loses long range order not like quartz has a certain connection degree and strictly periodic structure (Ref. [10]). The flexible
structure of silica has a higher capacity than quartz of point defects (as interstitial impurities, substitution atoms, vacancies and others). These point
defects have lower energy required for optical absorption and luminescence,
may greatly modify the electronic states of the host material and reduce the
transparency of the silica. Defects formation is not only from manufacturing
process and raw material, also can be produced and transformed by external
treatments like particles and ionizing radiation, heating, which are mentioned
in the foregoing fusion plant environment. To obtain the defects and structure
information of silica for fusion application, in this work, gamma radiation,
deuterium implantation and high temperature are used to treat selected silica
samples.
Two initial candidate materials were selected for the optical components
in ITER: synthetic sapphire (single crystal Al2 O3 ) and SiO2 . Sapphire was
chosen for its extremely low optical absorption and high radiation resistance
compared with SiO2, but the main limitation for sapphire is its higher radiation induced luminescence, leading it is difficult to distinguish the plasma
emission from sapphire emission (Ref. [11]), and it is also strongly affected by
temperature (Ref. [12]). Silica has been subject of numerous papers and it has
been considered a suitable material for optical application (Refs. [12, 13, 14]).
Besides the radiation induced problems, the plasma particles diffuse from the
plasma as deuterium, tritium and helium can enter numerous vacuum facing
insulator surfaces by deposition and surface reactions and change its properties
(Ref. [15]).
In ITER project, KU1 (high OH) and KS-4V (low OH) glass provided by
the Russia Federation are considered to be the suitable material for the optical components in diagnostic and remote handling system (Refs. [16, 17]).
The objective of this project is the characterization of these two types of silica
and other five commercial silica samples that have been gamma irradiated at
temperatures 100◦ C and 200◦ C. The seven selected samples have different
impurities and OH content, the commercial samples were used for decades in
fundamental silica research and have many literatures available for our work
to compare. Optical absorption measurements have been performed from the
ultraviolet to infrared ranges using two different spectrometers. Radiation
induced optical absorption bands have been analyzed and a comparison at different temperatures have been made. Also three silica types were implanted
with deuterium to simulate the deposition of hydrogen isotopes. In addition,
the implanted samples were gamma irradiated in order to study to the combination effect of radiation and implantation. Optcal absorption measurements
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were carried out in the different gamma irradiated and implanted silica, to
compare their transmission properties.
This master thesis is organized in five chapters: Chapter 1 introduces the
background of silica application in fusion plants. Chapter 2 concerns the structure, point defects of SiO2 and analyzes the electronic transition in optical
absorption. Chapter 3 outlines the selected silica samples and spectrometers
used in the experiment. Chapter 4 reports the experimental results. Chapter
5 is the conclusion part and summarizes the results.

Chapter 2
SiO2 and Point defects
2.1

Amorphous SiO2

The amorphous silica shares the same fundamental structure as quartz (the
crystalline form of silicon dioxide): SiO4 tetrahedron. As shown in Fig. 2.1: Si
atom in the center of the tetrahedral coordinate, and four oxygen atoms in the
four corners by strong covalent bonds, the bonding between the atoms in the
structure unit as the same in the crystal. In α-quartz, the O-Si-O angle in the
tetrahedron is 109.5◦ , and different tetrahedra are connected through oxygen
atoms forming the Si-O-Si angle 144◦ (Ref. [18]). The difference between the
crystal and glass, from Zachariasen’s random network theory (Ref. [19]), is
that in glass the Si-O-Si angles are variant, the tetrahedra link each other
randomly and result in a non-periodic distribution of the SiO4 tetrahedra
with respect to each other throughout the silica, the whole structure loses
the long range order. The fabrication process of the silicon dioxide can lead
to these variances: for vitreous silica, a fast cooling of the high temperature
melted constituent (silicon and oxygen atom) will maintain the random liquid
distribution of the tetrahedra, other types of silica can be achieved through
radiation induced disordering and the application of pressures, oxidation of
silicon, vapor deposition (Ref. [20]); on the contrary, a slow cooling procedure
will give enough time to the tetrahedra to pack in the standard parameters
and have minimum distance, and the quartz is obtained. The density of silica
glass is significantly lower than α-quartz (2.20 vs 2.65 g/cm3 ) pointing to the
presence of large interstitial spaces (Ref. [21]).

2.2

Point defects

Points defects are where an atom is missing or in an irregularly lattice site,
which is first a crystal concept from Frenkel in 1926 (Refs. [22, 23]). The
defects includes empty sites (vacancies) and extra atom constituting the material in an interstitial void of the crystal structure (self-interstitial) are indicated
as intrinsic defects; the extrinsic defects relate impurities occupy the normal
6
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Figure 2.1: The atomic disposition of amorphous silica. (Silicon atom in the
center of tetrahedron, oxygen atom in the corner

crystal lattice sites (substitutional impurities) or not (interstitial impurities).
Point defects can be further divided into paramagnetic defects and diamagnetic defects, both types have response to optical diagnostic, and only the
paramagnetic centers, having a net magnetic moment, can also be detected
by Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy. The point defects
idea can also extend to amorphous materials which have already disordered
structure.
The main intrinsic defects in fused silica are (Refs. [21, 24]): (Fig. 5):
1. E’ centers: are a class of paramagnetic defects induced by radiation and
they share the same fundamental structure, an unpaired electron in a
sp3 hybrid orbital of silicon with three oxygen (≡ Si•, ≡indicates silicon
with three bonds of oxygen atoms, and • represents an unpaired electron
in the broken bonds), this defect is first reported by Weeks (Ref. [25])
from EPR measurements. The optical absorption band around 5.8eV is
due to this defect.
2. Non-Bridging Oxygen Hole Centers (NBOHC,≡ Si − O•), are also a
dangling and paramagnetic point defects as E’ centers, dominate optical absorption of irradiated silica in the visible and ultraviolet spectra
range presenting bands at 2.0eV, 4.8eV and 6.8eV (Refs. [21, 26]). 6.8eV
band is in the vacuum ultraviolet range and overlap with several broad
absorption bands at that range. The oscillation strength of 4.8eV and
6.8eV bands are much larger than the 2.0eV bands. The NBOHC defects
comes from the cleavage of silicon and oxygen bonds and more efficiently,
the breaking silanol groups (hydroxyl groups≡ Si − OH )
≡ Si − OH →≡ Si − O • +H •

(2.1)
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H• is atomic hydrogen and it is highly mobile in the silica at room
temperature, can induce the decay of NBOHC defects or the formation
of other color centers.
3. Oxygen deficient centers (ODCs): two kinds of ODCs exit and both of
them are diamagnetic. ODC(I)(Si-Si bond), is neutral oxygen vacancy
and intrinsic defect for silica, it is a precursor of E’ center through photolysis (Ref. [27]):
≡ Si − Si ≡→≡ Si • + ≡ Si •

(2.2)

The optical absorption band of ODC(I) is at 7.6eV in the vacuum ultraviolet range, out of the measurement range of our spectrometer. Another
oxygen defect center is ODC(II), the twofold coordinated silicon model
illustrated in Fig. 5 is the present widely accepted model for ODC(II),
(= Si • •, ••represents a couple of unbounded electrons). ODC(II) is
responsible for the optical absorption band at 5.0eV.
4. Peroxy radical (POR) (≡ Si − O − O•), this paramagnetic defect was
first discovered by EPR, and mainly created through the reaction between interstitial O2 and silicon dangling bond (Ref. [21]). The optical
absorption band of POR on silica surface is at 5.4eV (FWHM(Full Width
Half Maximum) 1.2eV) that is close to the surface NBOHC band (4.8eV).
The closeness of POR and NBOHC absorption bands and the conversion
between the bulk POR and NBOHC defects make it even more difficult
to distinguish the POR bands in the spectra.
Extrinsic defects are:
5. Silanol groups (≡ Si − OH), a hydroxyl group (OH) bonded to a silicon
atom. Hydroxyl groups are one of the main impurities in silica, their
concentration in silica is also a standard to characterize different type of
silica that will discussed in section 3.1. Their optical absorption band has
the maximum at wavenumber 3673 cm−1 and reduce the transparence
of the silica in the middle and near infrared range (Refs. [28, 29]). OH
groups are important for silica due to they can be the precursors of E’
and NBOHC centers. The reactions between diffusing water molecules
with the silica network are accepted as the main source of OH group
(Ref. [30]) :
H2 O + Si − O − Si →≡ Si − O − H+ ≡ Si − O − H
2 ≡ Si • +H2 O →≡ Si − O − H+ ≡ Si − H

(2.3)
(2.4)

Molecule hydrogen can also help to generate hydroxyl group as Eq. 2.5
(Ref. [31])

2.2 Point defects
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Si − O − Si + H2 → Si − OH + Si − H

(2.5)

Figure 2.2: Model Structures of E’ Center, NBOHC, ODC(II), ODC(I) and POR
defects. (Ref. [21])

6. Hydride groups (≡ Si − H) have the optical absorption bands around
wavenumber 2250cm−1 , near this band, another one at 2260cm−1 is the
first overtone of the fundamental Si-O-Si stretching vibration. The intensity of the 2260cm−1 bands should be subtracted from that of the
Si-H band (Ref. [32]).
7. Other extrinsic defects are associated to halogen (Cl2 , absorption band
at 3.78eV Refs. [24, 33]), metallic (as Al, absorption bands at 2.2, 4eV
Ref. [34]), or substitutional elements (as Ge, 5.15eV absorption band
Ref. [35]) trapped in the starting materials or involved in the manufacturing procedure.
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Generally, how do these defects grow in the silica? First, these defects
arise from the manufacturing process such as quenching, the large temperature
drop induces the intrinsic defects; and original natural materials with some
impurities like the natural quartz used for silica production contain metallic
impurities as Al, Na (Ref. [36]), the synthetic silica from the hydroxylation of
SiCl4 will contain Cl.
Other treatment after manufacture can also prompt formation of defects or
transformation of pre-existing defects (precursors): as temperature annealing,
ionization radiation from ultraviolet and gamma ray, beam of particles like
neutron (Refs. [2, 37]). Meanwhile, these treatment as well can give us the
information and properties of silica and defects. For the irradiated silica the
formation of defects area mainly from two ways: transformation of precursors
through radiolysis and the cleavage of intrinsic strained Si-O bonds (Refs. [2,
38]).
The former one is the bond rupture of precursors due to the ionization or
electron excitation, and is also called extrinsic process, examples as Eq. 2.6
and Eq. 2.7.
≡ Si − Cl →≡ Si • +Cl0
(2.6)
≡ Si − OH →≡ Si − O • +H 0

(2.7)

The latter is called intrinsic process as Eq. 2.8; the projectile practices as
neutrons interact directly with the material atom and break the bonds or
through photolysis process with high energy photons.
≡ Si − O − Si →≡ Si − O • + • Si ≡

(2.8)

For neutrons, as a result of their uncharged nature, they will collide with silicon or oxygen nucleus, the displacement can lead to new precursors. For
gamma rays, they interact with material through three major processes: photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production (Refs. [39, 40]). In
the experiments of this work, the radiation source is radioisotope 60 Co, for its
gamma ray energy Compton scattering is the predominant interaction mechanism (Ref. [40]), the incoming Gamma rays photons first transfer partial of
their energy to the recoil electrons through scattering, and then these electrons will produce electron-hole pairs via second-electron emission and Auger
process (Ref. [41]). The energy of recoil electrons can be as high as 1MeV,
which is capable to create oxygen vacancy through intrinsic process; however,
calculation (Ref. [42]) showed that predominant process is the production of
electron-hole pairs which subsequently creates defect through radiolysis.

2.3

Optical Absorption

The above mentioned defects have a great effect on the optical properties of the
host material, they exist in different electronic states and need lower energy

2.3 Optical Absorption
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for absorption transition. The transition of electronic states of defects gives
rise to the optical absorption. From the Franck-Condon principle (Ref. [10]),
the electronic transitions (10−15 s) are much fast compared with the time
scale of nuclear motion (10−12 s), in this way, the nuclear positions are not
quick enough to response to electronic transition and can be considered little
change during the electronic transition, so the new excited states should also
be compatible with these nuclei positions and the entire environment; the
less change in the nuclear coordinates by the transition, the more likely the
transition happens. In quantum mechanics view, the intensity of the transition
is proportional to the square of the overlap integral between the two states in
the transition. Fig. 2.3 illustrates the Franck-Condon principle, E0 and E1 are
the electronic energy of the ground state and excited state, and k and j are
respective quantum number.

Figure 2.3: Franck-Condon principle energy diagram, the favoring transition is
between j=0 and k =2 or 3. The upward arrow represents absorption.

In the absorption process, the energy loss by the electromagnetic field for
a path length dl of the sample having Nabs identical non-interacting absorbers
per unit volume is (Refs. [43, 44])

− dI(E) = I(E)Nabs

4π 2 1 E
δ(E − ∆E) |hΨ1 | er| Ψ0 i|2 dl
3~2 4πε0 c

(2.9)

I(E) is intensity of input light to the sample, ∆E is the energy difference
between two transition states, h Ψ1 | er| Ψ0 i is the transition rate between the
ground state (Ψ0 ) and excited state (Ψ1 ) (Ref. [10]).
The absorption coefficient of the energy for unit length is

α(E) = ln

I0 (E)
π 1E
= Nabs 2
δ(E − ∆E) |hΨ1 | er| Ψ0 i|2
I(E)
3~ ε0 c

(2.10)
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Taking into account the life time of the exited state τ , the delta function can
be replaced by a Lorentzian shape function with FWHM (the full width at half
maximum ) 2Γ = 1/τ , the change from delta function to Lorentzian profile is
called lifetime broadening (Ref. [45]).
α(E) = Nabs

Γ
4π 2 1 E
|hΨ1 | er| Ψ0 i|2
2
2
2
3~ 4πε0 c (E − ∆E) + Γ

(2.11)

The electron transition can also be disturbed by the atom vibration and the
inhomogeneous of the local structure (Refs. [39, 10]), and will result in further
line broadening and approximately to a Gaussian shape.
For the reason that the huge difference between the mass of electron and
nuclei, and the electrons move much faster than nuclei, in the view of electrons,
the nuclei is in fixed positions; from the view of nuclei, due to the BornOppenheimer approximation (Refs. [10, 43]), the quantum wave function of
the whole system Ψ(r, Q) can be divided as
Ψ(r, Q) = φ(r, Q)ϕ(Q)

(2.12)

Here, r and Q are the electronic and nuclear coordinates, φ(r, Q) is the electronic wavefuncion and ϕ(Q) is the nuclear one. Then the h Ψ1 | er| Ψ0 i with
all possible transitions can be separated as:

|hΨ1 | er| Ψ0 i|2 = |φ1 (r, Q0 ) |er| φ0 (r, Q0 )|2

ϕk1 (Q) ϕj0 (Q)

2

= |φ1 (r, Q0 ) |er| φ0 (r, Q0 )|2 |M |2

(2.13)

Here the first part before M is the transition of the electronics states; using
Q0 = Q(from the Condon approximation) the electronic part of wave function is independent of the nuclear coordinates, only this part influence the
absorption intensity (Ref. [10]).
To computer the total transition rate for all possible vibronic transitions,
Eq. 2.14 is obtained:
|hΨ1 |er| Ψ0 i|2 = |hφ1 (r, Q0 ) |er| φ2 (r, Q0 )i|2

X

|Mjk |2

(2.14)

j,k

Mjk , the vibration overlap integral, is the so-called Frank-Condon coefficient, and relates with the dimensionless parameters Huang-Rhys factor S as
Eq. 2.15, which measures the coupling strength between electrons and phonons
interaction (Ref. [46]) .
Sk
(2.15)
k!
At T = 0K, from Eq. 2.11, Eq. 2.13 and Eq. 2.15, the absorption band is
Lorentzian profile and the intensity is modulated by the Poissonian distribution
|Mjk |2 ∼ exp(−S)

2.3 Optical Absorption
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product as Eq. 2.15, when S>10, the absorption band will have a Gaussianshaped envelopes.
At T 6= 0K, the absorption spectrum will change to the Voigt profile
(the Gaussian convolution of the Lorentzian), the convolution of different line
shapes will result broadening and lead to approximately the Gaussian profiles
(Refs. [43, 45]).
The density of absorbing centers and the oscillator strength is related with
the area of the absorption bands (αmax ∆) through Smakula’s formula (Eq. 2.16,
Ref. [24]).
N f = αmax ∆γ × 9.11 × 1015 (eV −1 cm−2 )

(2.16)

where γ ∼ 1.0645 is a numeric coefficient for Gaussian bands, N is density of
absorbing centers, f ≈ 0.1 is oscillator strength for majority electronic transition that corresponds to a dipole allowed transition, αmax is the absorption
coefficient and ∆ is FWHM.
Optical spectrophotometer will measure the optical density OD = log(I0 /I),
the relation with the absorption coefficient is
α=

2.303 × OD
OD
=
x × log e
x

where x is the thickness of the sample.

(2.17)

Chapter 3
Experimental
3.1

Material

As discussed in section 2.1, different manufacturing methods and raw materials
have a great influence on the defects and impurities concentration in silica, and
different types of silica are produced to meet the increasing different demands
in industry and research. Nowadays, based on different manufacturing features
and the concentration of the diffused impurity OH group, the commercial silica
can be divided into four types (Ref. [36]) :
Type I(Natural Dry): Melting natural quartz in vacuum or inert gas environment, hydroxyl group (OH) content is in the order of 10 ppm (part by
million in weight), high in metallic impurities, Al ∼ 30 − 100ppm
Type II (Natural wet): H2 and O2 flame fusion of quartz powder, it has a
high concentration of OH group (150 ∼ 400ppm).
Type III (Synthetic wet): Oxidation of SiCl4 in the H2 and O2 flame. This
type of silica has a high content of OH group (>100ppm), and negligible other
impurities but Cl is in the order of 100 ppm due to the starting reactants.
Type IV (Synthetic dry): Oxidation of SiCl4 in a water free plasma flame,
to have a low content of OH group (less than 1 ppm) and still a high Cl
concentration ∼ 100ppm.
In this work, seven selected silica samples cover all the four types, five
samples are from commercial company Heraeus (Ref. [47]) and the other two
KU1 and KS-4V high purity silica, supplied by Russia Federation in the ITER
framework collaboration are candidates materials for optical components in
diagnostic and remote handling systems of ITER (Refs. [16, 17]). KS-4V is
produced by a complex process which involves chemical gasification of Si, oxidation of this gas to SiO2 and thermal fusion of the resulting ash in vacuum.
KS-4V has very low Cl concentration. Tab. 3.1 gives the details information
about the seven samples.
14
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Type

Producer

OH(ppm)

Al(ppm)

Cl(ppm)

Trace impurities
(ppm)

Infrasil301(I301)

I

Heraeus

≤8

20

Not specified

≤1

HOQ 310 (Q310)

I

Heraeus

∼ 30

20

Not specified

≤1

Herasil 102 (H102)

II

Heraeus

∼ 150

10

Not specified

≤1

Suprasil 312 (S312)

III

Heraeus

∼ 200

<0.01

∼ 1500a

≤ 0.0015

KU1

III

Russia

∼ 1000

1.4

100b

≤ 0.0015
a

Suprasil 300 (S300)

IV

Heraeus

≤1

<0.01

∼ 1500

≤ 0.0015

KS-4V

IV

Russia

<0.1

<0.08

< 20b

≤ 0.0015

Table 3.1: Name, type (origin with Hetherington classification), manufacturer,
OH content and typical trace impurities, of the seven types of silica studied (a from
Heraeus webpage Ref. [48], b from Ref. [49] and ppm = µg/g)

3.1.1

Irradiated Silica

Radiation induced defects have been mentioned in section 2.2, and the two
main effects on the physical properties of the material are: displacement damage to the molecular structure as a result of the impacting neutrons, and
ionizing effects from gamma radiation.
Displacement damage results from the direct knock-on of atoms/ions from
their lattice sites and gives rise to vacancies and interstices The damage is
measured in ‘dpa’ (displacements per atom) where one dpa is equivalent to
displacing all atoms once from their lattice sites (At the first wall of ITER
10−6 dpa/s).
The effect of ionizing radiation in insulators is the excitation of electrons
from the valence to the conduction band giving rise to charge transfer effects.
Ionization radiation is measured by dose, more specific here is absorbed dose,
defined as the energy deposited by ionizing radiation (∆E) per unit mass of
material (∆m) as Eq. 3.1 :
∆E
(3.1)
∆m
The SI unit for dose is Gray (Gy), equal to 1J energy deposited in a sample
of 1kg:
Dose =

1 Gy = 1 J/kg

(3.2)

Another unit for dose used formerly is rad
100 rad = 1 Gy

(3.3)

The different types of silica studied (with different impurities and OH content
given in Table 1) were irradiated at 3.4Gy/s dose rate under identical conditions in flowing dry nitrogen gas at 100◦ C (one batch of samples) and 200◦ C
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(another batch of samples) in the NAYADE 60 Co gamma pool installation at
CIEMAT. The 60 Co source induces mainly ionizing effects. The evolution of
the optical absorption with gamma dose up to 20 MGy was obtained in samples
irradiated at 100 and 200◦ C.

3.1.2

Implanted silica

In fusion applications, the possibility of radiation enhanced tritium diffusion either directly through the window or feed through barrier, or via the
metal/ceramic interface represents a safety hazard. It is not only gamma rays
radiation effects on silica in fusion device, the silica used as window is also
exposed to a complex atmosphere with deuterium, tritium and helium and
bombardment of particles produced by the plasma erosion with the first wall
material (Ref. [15]), these particles can deposit on the surface or even penetrate in the material to modify the properties of silica windows, that is the
reason why we implanted samples to simulate the particles effects.
Three types of silica : type I silica Infrasil 301, type III silica Suprasil
312, type IV Suprasil 300 were deuterium implanted at different doses 1.5 ×
1017 ions/cm2 , 3.5 × 1017 ions/cm2 and 5 × 1017 ions/cm2 with ions of energy
50keV at room temperature, and the implanted samples were later gamma
irradiated up to 5 MGy at 30◦ C.

3.2

Optical Absorption Measurement

Measurements of optical absorption were performed immediately after each
irradiation. The measured absorption was corrected for sample thickness and
the spectrum is given as optical absorption coefficient (cm−1 ) in Eq. 2.17. The
UV-Visible spectra were analyzed in terms of a sum of simple Gaussian bands.

3.2.1

Ultraviolet, visible, near infrared range (UV-VISNIR)

The optical absorption spectrum, at wavelength between 190 to 3000nm, corresponding to 0.4-6.5eV were performed by a Varian Cary 5E UV/VIS/NIR
spectrometer at room temperature. The schematic diagram of this double
beam spectrometer is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. Light source for UV region is a
deuterium lamp and for visible and NIR range is a tungsten lamp . Monochromator is to transmit a selected narrow band of wavelength of light from the
polychromatic light source. Then the monochromatic beam is split into two
paths through an optical rotating chopper wheel, one is incident on the sample and the other one for reference. Detector to measure the light intensity
is a photomultiplier for the UV-Visible range, and a SPb-cell detector for the
NIR range. After receiving the two path signals, the detection electronics and
software program can then manipulate two path intensities and normalize the
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signal transmit through the sample with the reference one, therefore, the final
spectrum is independent of the spectral density of the light source (Ref.[45]).

Figure 3.1: Optical Spectrometer System for the UV and Visible range. R: Reference, S, sample and D is detector.

3.2.2

Infrared range (IR)

Measurements of optical absorption spectrum in the IR range from 4000 to
400cm−1 wavenumber, were performed using a Fourier Transform Infrared
spectrometer Nicolet 5700 FT-IR. Three basic components in the FT system
are: radiation source, interferometer (Michelson interferometer with a moving
mirror, a fixed mirror and a beam splitter Ref. [50]) and detector.

Figure 3.2: The optical system of the spectrometer for the IR range. (ZPD means
zero path difference)

The radiation source is an Ever-Glo electronically temperature controller
(ETC), the beam splitter is a thin film of Ge on KBr substrate (a semireflecting device), the detector is a pyroelectric detector, deuterated triglycine
sulphate (DTGS). A simplified optical layout of the FT-IR spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 3.2. The IR radiation from the broadband source is directed
into the interferometer where it is divided and then recombined after the split
beams travel different optical paths to generate constructive and destructive
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interference. Next, the resulting beam passes through the sample compartment
and reaches to the detector.
A background spectrum is first obtained by collecting an interferogram
followed by processing the data by Fourier transform conversion. This is a
response curve of the spectrometer, it takes account of the combined performance of source, interferometer and detector. After a sample spectrum is
collected, it contains absorption bands from the sample and the background
(air). The final resulting spectrum is the ratio between the sample spectrum
and background. It takes into account the ambient water and carbon dioxide
in the spectrometer during measurement.

Chapter 4
Experimental Results
The point defects induced by the gamma radiation are the main concern of this
work. In this section, the optical absorption spectrum of the gamma irradiated
silica and implanted silica will be reported; the growth and transformation of
these defects will be investigated.

Gamma irradiated silica at 100◦C up to
20M Gy

4.1
4.1.1

UV-Visible-NIR Optical Absorption Spectra

The optical absorption spectra in the UV-Visible-NIR(near infrared) range
(wavelength from 190 to 4000nm, energy from 0.4 to 6.5 eV) of the seven
silica types mentioned in section 3.1 were obtained at room temperature about
one hour after each irradiation. Irradiation was carried out at different doses
from 6.2kGy up to 20MGy in N2 at 100◦ C. Fig. 4.1 is shown the spectra for
unirradiated natural silica (Fig. 4.1a) and synthetic silica (Fig. 4.1b).

Figure 4.1: Optical absorption spectra of the seven silica type samples before
irradiation. (a) As-received natural silica; (b) As-received synthetic silica

The spectra of natural origin silica have two absorption bands at round 5.1
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eV and 6eV. It is believed impurities in the natural origin silica causes these
two bands, 5.1eV band is due to the Ge (Ref. [51]). In the gamma irradiation
process, the seven samples were irradiated at different doses up to 20 MGy in
identical conditions. Fig. 4.2 is an example of the optical absorption spectra
of the irradiated samples at the dose of 20MGy and temperature of 100◦ C. A
feature of this figure is the rapid increase of the band at around 5.8eV for all
the samples (exception being KS-4V), which is corresponding to the E’ center.
0
Among different kinds of E’ centers, in this work, the most common one Eγ
is mainly concerned with, which contributes to the optical absorption bands
at 5.75-5.85eV with a FWHM 0.6-0.8eV (Ref. [24]), the microscopic structure
0
of Eγ is ≡ Si • +Si ≡(+ means a trapped hole), consists in a positive oxygen
0
hole. Recently, a research (Ref. [52]) has showed that Eα centers, the positively
charged oxygen vacancy pointing away from the vacancy, also contributed to
this band. The main difference between the natural silica and synthetic silica is
the presence of the absorption bands between 2eV and 4eV. For the I301, Q310
and H102 samples, the impurity Al is responsible for these bands (Ref. [34]).
Optical absorption bands for natural origin silica (I301, Q310 and H102) are
higher than those of synthetic silica for the reason that more impurities are
present in natural ones than in synthetic ones. Impurities transform to defects
or play the role of precursors during the radiolysis process.

Figure 4.2: Optical absorption spectra of the seven silica types after irradiation
up to 20MGy at 100◦ C. (a) Natural silica (b) Synthetic silica

Fig. 4.3(a) is the spectra for the KU1 silica irradiated at some selected
dose at 100◦ C, this figure shows clearly the growth of the absorption band
of E’ centers at 5.78eV and another band due to NBOHC centered at 4.8eV
( Ref. [24]). From low dose to high dose, the absorption bands first increase
from as-received spectrum to a high level, after 7.5MGy, the absorptions stop
rise but fall back at high dose as 15.9 MGy and 20 MGy. The development of
the E’ center bands for natural origin silica is different, the optical absorption
band of E’ center around 5.78eV firstly increase with the increase of the dose
and then reach to saturation at a high absorption level from 7.5MGy to 20
MGy as is given in Fig. 4.3(b) for silica Q310.
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Figure 4.3: Optical absorption spectra of KU1 and Q310 samples irradiated at
selected dose at 100◦ C

As discussed in section 2.3, at T 6= 0K, the optical absorption bands for
each point defects are Lorentzian profile, however due to the interaction of the
electron and phonon, the spectrum can be analyzed into the sum of different
Gaussian bands. The different Gaussian bands give us the information of
certain point defects. As an example Fig. 4.4 shows the Gaussian analysis of
the spectra of synthetic silica KU1 and natural origin silica Q310. Generally,
for the different samples in the experiments, seven different bands are used to
simulate the synthetic silica spectra, and eight bands for the natural silica, the
detail parameters are given in Tab. 4.1
Synthetic Silica
Peak Position (eV)

Natural Silca

FWHM (eV)

Peak Position (eV)

FWHM (eV)

5.75 (E’)

0.8

5.74 (E’)

0.8

4.73 (NBOHC)

1.0

4.70 (NBOHC)

0.87

5.03 (ODC II)

0.45

5.03 (ODC II)

0.5

3.8 (Cl2 )

0.6

2.25 (Al)

0.8

6.7 (NBOHC)

1.0

4.0 (Al)

0.5

1.1

6.7 (NBOHC)

1.17

0

3.2 (Cl )

Table 4.1: Parameters of the used Gaussian bands for synthetic and natural silica

Four main bands are easy to identify for both kinds silica: E’ peak at around
5.75eV (FWHM 0.8eV), NBOHC peak at 4.73eV (FWHM 0.8-1.0eV), ODC II
at 5.03eV (FWHM 0.4-0.5eV) and another beyond our experimental range at
6.7eV due to NBOHC as well. For synthetic silica, interstitial chlorine molecule
Cl2 from the oxidation of silicon halogen compound should be considered at
3.8eV (FWHM˜0.7eV) and the band at 3.2eV is tentatively associated with the
Cl0 species (Refs. [53, 54]). Aluminum related bands in natural origin silica
are at around 2.2 eV and 4.0eV. One additional band in synthetic silica (6.2eV
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a) and two extra bands in natural silica (6.2eV and 3.3 eV) are not shown
in Tab. 4.1 but were necessary to reproduce the complete optical absorption
spectrum, the origin of these bands is not clear.

Figure 4.4: Gaussian Analysis of the Optical Absorption Spectra of silica KU1
(a) and Q310 (b)

The area under each band can represent the intensity of the optical absorption band by Smakula’s formula (Eq. 2.16); the area is related with the
density of absorbing centers. The evaluation of area values of E’ centers and
NBOHC for the seven samples from low dose 75.7kGy to 20 MGy is shown in
Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6.
As can be seen in Fig. 4.5(a) and Fig. 4.6(a), the E’ and NBOHC bands
intensities of the natural origin silica I301, Q310 and H102 increase at low
dose until a saturation level. The saturation is due to the limit amount of
impurities precursors in the silica, after almost all the precursors transform
to point defects, no more increase of E’ and NBOHC intensities. The natural
Type I silica I301 and Q310 have higher E’ intensities than natural Type II
silica H102 with low impurity content (see Tab. 3.1); NBOHC defects are
lower in I301, the presence of H in I301 could explain the low concentration
of NBOHC (≡ Si − O • +H• →≡ Si − OH), so NBOHC can be converted to
hydroxyl groups.
For synthetic silica in Fig. 4.5(b) and Fig. 4.6(b), the E’ intensity of Type
III silica (synthetic wet) S312 is lower than the Type IV silica S300 (synthetic
dry), both with similar impurity content. Furthermore, these two synthetic
silica have no saturation of evolution of E’ and NBOHC intensities, but for
the reason of the cleavage of Si-O bonds, Cl bonds and Si-Si bonds (the Cl
atom has less mobility than H atom to recombine with the E’ centers.), the
intensities increase continuously with the dose change and the increase rates
become slowly at high dose.
High purity KU1 and KS-4V belong to synthetic silica; but they show
quite different behavior with S300 and S312. In KU1 the evolutions of the
concentration of E’ and NBOHC are very similar, this suggest that theses
defects are produced by the breaking of Si-O bonds (≡ Si − O − Si →≡ Si −
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Figure 4.5: The evolution of the area under the E’ bands with the increase of
gamma radiation dose at 100◦ C. Natural silica (a, solid symbols) and synthetic
silica (b, hollow symbols)

Figure 4.6: The evolution of the area under the NBOHC bands with the increase
of gamma radiation dose at 100◦ C. Natural silica (a, solid symbols) and synthetic
silica (b, hollow symbols)
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O • + • Si ≡), at higher dose (20MGy) the concentration of E’ for KU1 is lower
than at 2 MGy, and a recombination process of NBOHC and E’ centers (≡
Si−O •+•Si ≡→≡ Si−O −Si) could lead to the simultaneous disappearance
of both defects. KU1 silica has maximum intensities for the E’ and NBOHC
during increase of the radiation dose, the maximum may relate with the high
content of hydroxyl group in KU1 silica. KS-4V silica maintains nearly the
same intensity of E’ and NBOHC in low dose under 2.8MGy, then increase to
a peak and fall back again, such evolution shows that KS-4V, the high purity
silica, has a good radiation resistance property comparing with other types
silica.

4.1.2

IR Optical Absorption Spectra

The optical absorption spectrum measured at room temperature in the IR
range from wavenumber 2000 to 4000 cm−1 (or wavelength from 2500 to 5000
nm) is shown in Fig. 4.7. Two main bands are identified : SiOH band due to
hydroxyl group and SiH band due to hydride group. Hydroxyl group absorption is centered at 3673cm−1 for the Type III synthetic wet silica KU1 and
S312, and also in the Type II natural wet H102 silica and Type I natural dry
Q310 silica, no OH group bands are found in synthetic dry silica S300, KS-4V
and in natural dry silica I301, the OH peaks also demonstrate the OH contents
of these silica samples as given in Tab. 3.1. Below 2100cm−1 , absorption of all
types increases rapidly and get the no-transmission area, this corresponding
to the intrinsic IR absorption edge of silica due to lattice vibrations of the
Si-O network. Details about the absorption bands of OH group and also the
SiH contents around 2250cm−1 are in the insets of Fig. 4.7, one should notice that the absorption band centered in 2260cm−1 is assigned to an overtone
of the strong asymmetric stretching vibration of Si-O-Si bridges. The asymmetric absorption band of OH group indicates several different binding states
SiOH groups contribute to the spectra: free OH groups, and the OH group
hydrogen-bonded to another one in linear or cyclic configuration (Ref. [29]).
Fig. 4.8 gives the IR range optical absorption after gamma radiation at dose
20MGy and 100◦ C. The difference between Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 is the slight
increase of the OH absorption band (from 3400 to 3800 cm−1 ) in I301 silica.
If we normalize to maximum of the OH groups absorption bands for the asreceived and irradiated samples (KU1, S312, H102 and Q310), Fig. 4.9 tell us
that they are independent of the OH contents and share the same normalized
profiles.
From Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, the slight difference between as-received and
irradiated spectra makes it not possible to relate the bands change with the
variance of different OH groups configurations. The differential spectra that
subtract the as-received spectra data from the irradiated data are used to
observe the possible modifications. Fig. 4.10(a) make such difference clearly,
from wavenumber 3400 to 3800 cm−1 , the KU1 silica spectra from 74.7kGy
up to 20MGy, increase between 3450 and 3550 cm−1 , 3680 and 3730cm−1 , but
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Figure 4.7: Optical Absorption Spectra in the IR range for unirradiated silica
samples. (a) Natural silica. (b) Synthetic silica. Inset: details about the OH and
H groups

Figure 4.8: Optical Absorption Spectra in the IR range for irradiated silica samples at 20MGy and 100◦ C. (a) Natural silica. (b) Synthetic silica. Inset: details
about the OH and H groups

Figure 4.9: Hydroxyl group absorption peaks (Q310, H102, S312 and KU1 silica) normalized to their maximum respectively. (Right) As-received samples (Left)
Samples after 20MGy radiation at 100◦ C
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decrease between 3580 and 3680 cm−1 .

Figure 4.10: Differential spectrum (irradiated - as received )of gamma irradiated
KU1 silica at 100◦ C and different doses. (a) Differential spectrum for the SiOH
group (b) Differential spectrum for the SiH group

The SiOH absorption band components contains free OH group and hydrogen bonded groups (Fig. 4.11), the low wavenumber side: bands at 3425cm−1
is attribute to molecular water which is bound to the silica network, and band
around at 3550 to 3600 cm−1 is ascribed to the OH group hydrogen-bonded
to another one in linear configuration, and middle side between 3580 to 3680
cm−1 is assigned to the H-bonded OH groups with each other in cyclic configuration and the high side around 3680 to 3700cm−1 relates with the free
single OH (Refs. [29, 55]). Fig. 4.10(a) shows that more free OH groups and
H-bonded linear configuration OH groups are produced during the increase of
the radiation dose, meanwhile the number of cyclic configuration OH groups
is reduced.
Based on Fig. 4.10(a), in KU1 silica , the radiolysis due to the gamma
radiation will induce the cleavage of the OH groups in cyclic configuration and
produce more free OH groups and linear configuration H-bonded OH groups,
and a higher dose causes a higher production.
Same differential strategy can be used for S312 silica to analyze the OH
groups change. Similar as KU1, increase radiation to 20MGy give rise to the
increase of lower and higher wavenumber side and decrease middle side in
S312 silica. S312 differential absorption is lower than KU1 due to its lower OH
content. No change of SiH group absorption (band ∼ 2250cm−1 ) is observed
for the KU1 (Fig. 4.10(b)) and also for S312 silica.
For H102 silica (Fig. 4.12), the OH related spectra around 3670cm−1 increases. It assumes the hydrogen atoms recombine with the NBOHC and in
this way produce more OH groups, the reduction of hydrogen groups center
at 2250cm−1 in Fig. 4.12(b) verifies such assumption. Similar behavior is observed for I301 dry silica. In I301, the SiOH group differential absorption
spectra grows with the dose is shown in Fig. 4.13(a), and a clear decrease
of the SiH band at 2250cm−1 is observed in Fig. 4.13(b), consequently, the
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Figure 4.11: Schematic of different OH bonds in silica (Ref. [29]

)
free hydrogen atoms production from the Si-H bonds helps the growth of OH
groups.

Figure 4.12: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
H102 silica at 100◦ C and different doses. (a) for the SiOH group. (b) for the SiH
group

Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 show the differential spectra for synthetic dry silica KS-4V and S300, as you can see, no variance was detected after gamma
irradiation up to 20MGy
As a conclusion, in the IR range, for the five samples contain SiOH group
more than 1 ppm (I301, H102, Q310, KU1 and S312 in Tab. 3.1 ): H-bonded
SiOH groups will transform to free OH groups through the radiolysis process in synthetic wet silica KU1 and S312; In natural silica (I301, Q310 and
H102), SiOH groups are produced during irradiation and the absorption show
a decrease with dose of SiH band (at 2250cm−1 ), no change in this band was
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Figure 4.13: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
I301 silica at 100◦ C and different doses. (a) for the SiOH group. (b) for the SiH
group.

Figure 4.14: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
KS-4V silica at 100◦ C and different doses. (a) for the SiOH group. (b) for the SiH
group.

Figure 4.15: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
S300 silica at 100◦ C and different doses. (a) for the SiOH group. (b) for the SiH
group.
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observed for synthetic silica with lower impurity content than natural origin
samples.

Gamma irradiated silica at 200◦C up to
20MGy

4.2
4.2.1

UV-Visible-NIR Optical Absorption Spectra

Another batch of samples were irradiated at 200◦ C in N2 atmosphere from 11.2
kGy up to 20 MGy to investigate the temperature effect, Fig. 4.16 shows the
new optical absorption spectra of the irradiated natural and synthetic silica at
20MGy and 200◦ C in the UV-Vis-NIR range.

Figure 4.16: Optical absorption spectra of irradiated silica samples at 20MGy and
200◦ C (a) natural silica samples (b) synthetic silica samples, inset: detail spectra
in small scale.

The optical absorption spectra of KU1 at 200◦ C at different irradiation
doses are illustrated in Fig. 4.17, the spectra reach a saturated level immediately after irradiation at low dose, and maintain the same profile even at
20MGy, spectra at different doses nearly share the same profile, and their intensities are all lower than the spectra at 100◦ C as in Fig. 4.3(a). For natural
origin silica Q310, comparing Fig. 4.17(b) with Fig. 4.3(b), during the increase
of the radiation doses, the absorption at 200◦ C increases faster to a certain
level than at 100◦ C and maintain that level for doses above 1MGy, the absorptions at 200◦ C are also smaller than at 100◦ C. At this high temperature 200◦ C,
different samples show more stable optical absorption at different irradiation
doses than at 100◦ C.
E’ defect evolution with dose After decomposition of the absorption spectra with Gaussian bands, the evolution of the E’ centers and NBOHCs due to
the high temperature effect can be given. Fig. 4.18 shows the evolution with
doses of the intensities of E’ centers in natural silica. The evolution of the
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Figure 4.17: Optical absorption spectra for irradiated silica at 200◦ C ,N2 atmosphere at different doses (a) Irradiated KU1 silica (b) Q310 silica.

intensities of E’ defects for I301 and Q310 irradiated at 200◦ C are lower than
irradiated at 100◦ C, E’ in Q310 silica irradiated at 200◦ C reaches a saturated
level with lower intensity than at 100◦ C. The natural wet silica H102 keeps
practically the same intensity with dose after temperature change,

Figure 4.18: The evolution of the area under the E’ bands with the increase
of gamma radiation dose for natural silica. Solid symbols: irradiation at 100◦ C;
Hollow symbols:irradiation at 200◦ C

For synthetic silica S300 and S312, Fig. 4.19(a) shows the increase tendency
of E’ intensities at 100◦ C and 200◦ C with irradiation doses. The increase in
low dose at 200◦ C is higher than at 100◦ C. The saturated level is also reached
at dose lower than at 100◦ C but for higher dose the intensity at 200◦ C is lower.
In Fig. 4.19(b), high purity synthetic silica KU1 and KS-4V demonstrate low
optical absorption and good radiation resistance at 200◦ C , the absorption is
reduced much from 100◦ C and maintain the same absorption level from low
dose to high dose.
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Figure 4.19: The evolution of the area under the E’ bands with the increase
of gamma radiation dose for synthetic silica . Solid symbols: irradiation at 100◦ C
;hollow symbols irradiation at 200◦ C . (a) S312 and S300 silica;(b) KU1 and KS-4V
silica.

Figure 4.20: The evolution of NBOHC bands with the increase of gamma radiation dose for natural silica. Solid symbols:irradiation at 100◦ C ;hollow symbols:
irradiation at 200◦ C

NBOHC defect evolution with dose About NBOHC, the intensities of
synthetic silica S312 and S300 grades (Fig. 4.21(a)) irradiated at 200◦ C have
no great difference with 100◦ C , a sharper increase of the optical absorption at
lower dose than at 100◦ C is observed. The main difference of NBOHC evolutions in natural silica samples (Fig. 4.20) is in H102 grade (with lower impurity
content and higher OH content), after temperature increase, the NBOHC intensity of H102 increases much more largely than Q310 and I301; for I301 and
Q310, the evolutions are very similar at 100◦ C and 200◦ C.
The optical absorptions of KU1 and KS-4V grades irradiated at 100◦ C
show a different behavior with other studied silica. The KU1 grade irradiated at 100◦ C presents a maximum at doses around 2MGy, for KS-4V, the
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Figure 4.21: The evolution of the area under the NBOHC bands with the increase
of gamma radiation dose for synthetic silica . Solid symbols : irradiation at 100◦ C
;hollow symbols : irradiation at 200◦ C . (a) S312 and S300 silica; (b) KU1 and
KS-4V silica.

maximum is around 10MGy. However after irradiation at 200◦ C, both their
maximum disappear and in the whole range their spectra present low intensity
as is shown in Fig. 4.19(b) and Fig. 4.21(b). The NBOHC intensities of KU1
and KS-4V share the same evolution as E’, this suggests again that the defects
are mainly produced from cleavage of silicon-oxygen bonds, and higher temperature probably help more recombination of E’ and NBOHC happen. The
high purity silica preserve a good transparence even at 20MGy irradiation, the
recombination process can also explain the maximum peak diminish in high
temperature.
For synthetic silica S312, S300 and natural silica irradiated at 200◦ C , the
E’ intensity decrease or maintain the same and the NBOHC intensity increase,
it is assumed that the higher temperature (200◦ C ) prompts the mobility of
interstitial oxygen and other impurities groups, and more of them participate
in the recombination with the E’ centers and reduce the optical absorption
of E’ defect. The increase of NBOHC absorption is assumed relate with the
SiOH group and the presence of oxygen dissolved in low OH content silica as
S300 grade. Gamma irradiation could break O2 intersticial molecules and E’
react with O0 to form NBOHC (≡ Si • +O0 →≡ Si − O).

4.2.2

IR Optical Absorption Spectra

The IR range optical absorption spectra for the irradiated silica at 20MGy
and 200◦ C are given in Fig. 4.22. The difference with irradiation at 100◦ C
is small and not clear to analyze the temperature effect. Fig. 4.23 shows the
normalized OH group absorption spectra for Q310, H102, S312 and KU1. The
four samples share almost the same absorption profile.
As silica irradiated at 100◦ C in section 3.1.2, differential spectra is a valid
and useful tool to analyze the variation of OH contents after irradiation. The
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Figure 4.22: Optical Absorption Spectra in the IR range for irradiated silica
samples at 200◦ C and 20MGy. (a) Natural silica. (b) Synthetic silica. Inset:
details about the SiOH and SiH groups

Figure 4.23: Hydroxyl group absorption bands (Q310, H102, S312 and KU1 silica
irradiated at 200◦ C and 20MGy) normalized to their maximum.
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differential spectra of KU1 in Fig. 4.24(a) indicates a decrease of H-bonded
species of OH groups (both linear and cyclic configuration) whose vibrations
activities are at lower and middle wavenumber, and an increase of free OH
groups in higher wavenumbers. Fig. 4.24(b) illustrates that comparing with
the as-received data, the absorption of OH group for S312 change slightly. No
change of SiH group (absorption band ∼ 2250cm−1 ) was observed in KU1 or
S312 silica.

Figure 4.24: (a) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of
gamma irradiated KU1 silica at 200◦ C and different doses up to 20MGy. (b) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated S312 silica
at 200◦ C and different dose up to 20MGy

Figure 4.25: (a) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of
gamma irradiated KU1 silica at 100◦ C and 200◦ C and the same radiation dose at
20MGy. (b) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma
irradiated S312 silica at 100◦ C and 200◦ C and the same radiation dose at 20MGy.

In order to analyze the behavior at different irradiation temperatures,
Fig. 4.25 gives the differential spectra at different temperatures but the same
irradiation dose 20MGy, both KU1 and S312 silica show decrease at the lower
wavenumber after the temperate increase from 100◦ C to 200◦ C , the higher
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temperature reduce the hydrogen-bonded OH groups, it is believed that the
bonded OH groups convert to free OH groups after temperature increase
(Ref. [56]), and these free OH groups can transform to NBOHCs through
radiolysis, that is why the intensity of NBOHC increase in S312 silica (in
Fig. 4.21(a)). More, the hydrogen atoms from cleavage of SiOH groups can
be used to recombination with the E’ centers to reduce its intensity; for KU1
the main process to produce NBOHC is from the breaking of Si-O bonds, for
this reason, the increase of SiOH groups from transformation does not largely
effects the NBOHC intensity.

Figure 4.26: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
H102 silica at 200◦ C and different doses. (a)SiOH group, (b) SiH group.

Figure 4.27: Differential spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma irradiated
I301 silica at 200◦ C and different doses. (a)SiOH group, (b) SiH group

As can be seen in Fig. 4.26 and Fig. 4.27, irradiations at 200◦ C of natural
origin silica show the same transformation tendency as 100◦ C, with the rise
of irradiation dose, the absorption of the whole SiOH contents increase and
SiH group decrease. To see the temperature effect, the differential spectra
at 200◦ C in Fig. 4.28 present the decrease of the H-bonded OH groups and
H2 O related bands and the increase of the free OH groups, again verify the
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Figure 4.28: (a) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of
gamma irradiated Q310 silica at 100◦ C and 200◦ C and the same radiation dose at
20MGy. (b) Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma
irradiated H102 silica at 100◦ C and 200◦ C and the same radiation dose at 20MGy.

conversion from bonded configuration SiOH groups to free OH groups due to
temperature increase. The natural dry silica I301 has less OH content, the
continuous increase of the OH bands in Fig. 4.29 probably arise from the help
of the large decrease of H group (Fig. 4.27 (b)).

Figure 4.29: Differential OH band spectrum (irradiated – as received) of gamma
irradiated I301 silica at 100◦ C and 200◦ C and the same radiation dose at 20MGy

In conclusion, higher temperature is able to reduce the optical absorption.
In the UV range, increasing the temperature can restrain the production of E’
centers due to the increase of impurities mobility, at the same time, enhance
the absorption due to NBOHC. In IR range higher temperature induce the
conversion from H-bonded OH groups to free OH groups.
The behaviors of KU1 and KS-4V are similar, at a given dose reach a
maximum then decrease to a lower absorption at higher dose at 100◦ C, both
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absorptions of E’ centers and NBOHC decrease at 200◦ C, this can be due to
recombination of E’ and NBOHC centers.
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4.3

Deuterium implanted silica

To simulate the deuterium retention and deposition on silica, three silica samples (I301, S300 and S312) were chosen for deuterium implantation at dose
1.5 × 1017 ions/cm2 , 3.5 × 1017 ions/cm2 and 5 × 1017 ions/cm2 . In the following text, ’sample-1’ means the sample implanted at dose 1.5 × 1017 ions/cm2 ,
’sample-2’ denotes 3.5 × 1017 ions/cm2 , ’sample-3’ for 5 × 1017 ions/cm2 .

4.3.1

UV-Visible-NIR Optical Absorption Spectra

Fig. 4.30 illustrates the optical absorption of deuterium implanted I301 silica
with the comparison of as received data. As mentioned in section 3.1.1, the
absorption bands at 5.1eV and 6eV are due to impurities and Ge is responsible
for the 5.1eV. The implantation produces a monotonic increase in the optical
absorption, and the higher implantation dose, the larger absorption. Pervious
works on H + (Ref. [57]) and He+ (Ref. [58]) implanted KS-4V silica have shown
optical and electrical degradation after implantation. The main reason of both
degradations was considered due to the loss of oxygen from the preferential
radiolytic sputtering of oxygen giving rise to oxygen vacancies in the surface
(Ref. [59]).

Figure 4.30: UV-VIS-NIR optical absorption of I301 silica as received and deuterium implanted at three different doses.

The absorption spectra of synthetic silica S312 and S300 are given in
Fig. 4.31 and Fig. 4.32, which have similar spectra, these silica have fewer
impurities than I301. The spectra of S300 have a notable and proportionately
tendency with the implantation dose, however in the S312, the spectra differences between 312-2 and S312-3 is small comparing with the difference between
S312-1 and S312-2, this difference may be from the heterogeneous irradiation
condition.

4.3 Deuterium implanted silica
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Implantation severely degrades the transmission, the absorption monotonically increase in UV-Vis-NIR range.

Figure 4.31: UV-VIS-NIR optical absorption of as received S312 silica and deuterium implanted at three different doses

Figure 4.32: UV-VIS-NIR optical absorption of as received S300 silica and deuterium implanted at three different doses

4.3.2

IR Optical Absorption Spectra

Differential absorption spectra for the IR range is used here to analyze the
implanted samples. In Fig. 4.33, Fig. 4.34 and Fig. 4.35, the SiOD band due
to D implantation at around 2700cm−1 is evident (Ref. [60]) , and minor differences are observed at different implantation doses. No changes were observed
in SiOH and SiH bands after implantation.
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Figure 4.33: Differential spectrum (implanted - as received) of deuterium implanted I301 silica at different implantation doses.

Figure 4.34: Differential spectrum (implanted - as received) of deuterium implanted S300 silica at different implantation doses.

4.4 Deuterium implanted silica and gamma irradiated at 27◦ C
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Figure 4.35: Differential spectrum (implanted - as received) of deuterium implanted S312 silica at different implantation doses.

4.4

Deuterium implanted silica and gamma irradiated at 27◦C

The implanted silica samples were gamma irradiated at 27◦ C up to 0.5MGy
and 5MGy respectively to study the effect of irradiation on these implanted
silica.

4.4.1

UV-Visible-NIR Optical Absorption Spectra

As shown in Fig. 4.36, the absorption of implanted I301 silica after gamma
radiation increases largely between 4.5 and 6.5eV, which is mainly relate with
E’ centers (central at 5.75eV), the impurities in I301 give rise to the important
production of E’ centers during irradiation.
To investigate the effect of irradiation on implanted silica, Fig. 4.37 gives
the differential spectra that subtract the implanted spectra data (the solid
symbols in Fig. 4.36 ) from the corresponding spectra after irradiation (the
hollow symbols in Fig. 4.36). As can be seen in Fig. 4.37, the difference between
spectra at a certain radiation dose but different implantation doses is small and
has no clear variation tendency related with the implantation dose.
For synthetic silica S300, as shown in Fig. 4.38, the increase of the optical
absorption of E’ centers (5.8eV) after irradiation is not larger than the natural
origin silica I301 ( with more impurities content), the increase extends from
3.5eV to 6.5eV.
Fig. 4.39, the differential spectra of S300 illustrate clearly the optical absorption after irradiation is independent of the implantation dose, samples with
different implanted doses share the same spectra.
The similar situation was also observed for synthetic wet silica S312. Fig. 4.40
is the spectra after implantation and irradiation, as the foregoing samples,
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Figure 4.36: Optical absorption spectra of I301: as received; implanted at different
implantation doses ; implanted silica and then irradiated at 0.5My and 5MGy.

Figure 4.37: Differential UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the implanted and gamma irradiated I301 with respect to the corresponding implanted spectra.

4.4 Deuterium implanted silica and gamma irradiated at 27◦ C
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Figure 4.38: Optical absorption spectra of S300: as received; implanted at different implantation doses ; implanted silica and then irradiated at 0.5My and 5MGy.

Figure 4.39: Differential UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the implanted and gamma irradiated S300 with respect to the corresponding implanted spectra
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higher implantation dose and higher radiation dose result in a higher absorption. The differential spectra of S312 in Fig. 4.41, like Fig. 4.39, at 5 MGy
share the same profile for the three different implantation doses.

Figure 4.40: Optical absorption spectra of S312: as received; implanted at different implantation doses; implanted silica and then irradiated at 0.5My and 5MGy.

Figure 4.41: Differential UV-Vis-NIR spectra of the implanted and gamma irradiated S312 with respect to the corresponding implanted spectra

In the UV-Vis-NIR range, even though different implantation doses used,
the spectra of each sample (S312-1,S312-2 and S312-3) overlap at both 0.5MGy
and 5MGy, the irradiation has the same effect on the different dose implanted
silica, and the implantation does not change the irradiation optical absorption.
The slight variance in I301 and the difference in S312 at 0.5MGy may be due
to the heterogeneous irradiation, for 5MGy, the heterogeneous problem was
solved, and the differences diminish.

4.4 Deuterium implanted silica and gamma irradiated at 27◦ C
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After implantation, the optical absorptions increase with the implantation
dose and the shapes of the spectra for one sample at different doses are similar,
the implantation, in fact, enlarges the original optical absorption of as-received
sample. After gamma irradiation, the differential spectra of samples with
different implantation doses have the same profile as the spectra of gamma
irradiated silica at the same dose (without previous implantation). Differential
spectra can be directly considered as the spectra of virgin sample after gamma
irradiation.

4.4.2

IR Optical Absorption Spectra

As discussed in section 4.4.1, the differential spectra of irradiated and implanted silica should have the same evolution as the irradiated as-received
sample. This phenomenon can be also observed in the IR absorption spectra.
In Fig. 4.42, differential spectra in the IR range of I301 have the similar behavior as irradiated samples in Fig. 4.27, after gamma irradiation, the absorption
of SiOH groups increase. For synthetic silica, Fig. 4.43 shows no absorption
variance in the SiOH groups of S300. Fig. 4.44 illustrate the increase of Hbonded SiOH group in linear configuration absorption and the decrease of
cyclic H bonded SiOH group in S312 silica, irradiation induces such SiOH
group components conversion. About the SiOD groups (at 2700 cm−1 ), after irradiation, comparing with the implanted samples, no optical absorption
variance of SiOD group is observed.

Figure 4.42: Differential spectra (irradiated-implanted) of deuterium implanted
I301 silica at different implantation doses.

Not only in the UV-Vis-NIR range, but also in the IR range, the different
implantation doses have no impact on the succeeding irradiation absorption.
Once again, based on our experiment and implantation doses we reached, the
deuterium implantation process does not change the silica structure which
relates with irradiation induced defects.
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Figure 4.43: Differential spectra (irradiated-implanted) of deuterium implanted
S300 silica at different implantation doses.

Figure 4.44: Differential spectra (irradiated-implanted) of deuterium implanted
S312 silica at different implantation doses.

Chapter 5
Conclusion
A series of experiments have been done to analyze the effect of gamma radiation
and particles implantation on silica, optical absorption variance is the mainly
concern of silica after such external treatment. A comparison of different
samples and different temperatures are also made. In the UV-Vis-NIR optical
absorption spectra, E’ and NBOHC are the two major optical absorption bands
investigated; in the IR range, SiOH and SiH bands are received much attention
after gamma radiation; and for the implanted samples, SiOD group is mainly
studied with SiOH and SiH.
In section 4.1. seven silica samples were gamma irradiated up to 20M Gy
at 100◦ C. In the UV-Vis-NIR range, comparing with the as-received spectra,
the optical absorption spectra of all the seven samples have distinct increase
after gamma radiation. Natural origin samples with higher impurity content
present higher absorption than synthetic silica. To further analyze the spectra,
decomposition of these spectra with different gaussian bands were used, two
major defects contribute to the spectra are E’ centers with absorption at 5.8eV
and NBOHC at 4.73eV. Evolution of E’ and NBOHC defects with radiation
(i.e. optical absorption) in KU1 and KS-4V silica at 100◦ C is very different
with the other studied silica. KU1 presents a maximum of optical absorption
at 2MGy and KS-4V has the lowest optical absorption.
In the IR range, the spectra variance after irradiation was not easy to observe, differential spectra (irradiation spectra - as-received spectra) were utilized to analyze the difference. Still no variance was observed for the synthetic
dry silica S300 and KS-4V; but for synthetic wet silica, after gamma irradiation, the H-bonded cyclic configuration SiOH groups transform to H-bonded
linear configuration SiOH groups and free Si-OH groups, the absorption of
SiH groups maintains the same. In natural silica, the absorption of SiH groups
decreases and SiOH groups increase with the doses. For the whole UV to IR
range, the four synthetic silica have better performance than natural silica.
Another bath of samples were irradiated up to 20M Gy and the irradiation
temperature was increase up to 200◦ C. The temperature effect on optical
absorption had been studied in Section 4.2. In UV-Vis-NIR range, the main
47
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difference newly happens on KU1 and KS-4V silica at 200◦ C. For these high
purity silica lower optical absorption than other commercial silica was obtained
and the intensity variance with doses of E’ and NBOHC centers becomes much
smaller than at 100◦ C and the intensities almost keep the same value from low
dose to high dose. The high temperature probably help the recombination
of E’ and NBOHC in KU1 silica. About other samples, the intensities of E’
centers change not so much but generally decrease especially at high doses, and
the intensity of NBOHC increase slightly. The high temperature prompts the
mobility of impurities to combine with E’ defects and reduce the E’ absorption,
and from the combination between E’ and interstitial oxygen, the absorption
of NBOHC grows. In the IR range, for wet silica, the high temperature induce
the transformation of OH groups from H-bonded configuration to free OH
groups, and in natural silica the H2 O related band also diminish.
Gamma irradiation gives rise to the generation and transformation of defects in silica, these defects contribute to the increase of optical absorption
spectra and the loss of transparency. Based on the above results, the main
changes are in the UV-Vis-NIR range, the synthetic silica with less impurities have better radiation resistance, and it is also found S312 wet silica (with
more SiOH groups than S300 grade) has lower absorption in UV range. After
temperature changed to 200◦ C, KU1 and KS-4V grades have largely decrease
in optical absorption, for S312 and S300 the variances are small. If the silica
will be used in a high temperature environment as 200◦ C, KU1 and KS-4V are
nice choices for their low absorption; also S312 could be a good choice due to
its low optical absorption and almost maintain the same at 100◦ C and 200◦ C.
Last two sections of Chapter 4 are about the deuterium implanted silica, by
reason of the sputtering of oxygen atoms in the surface during implantation,
the optical absorption increase monotonically in the UV-Vis-NIR range. In
the IR range few differences were found between implanted and as received
samples, the only difference is a low intensity change in OD absorption band,
no changes were found in SiOH and SiH bands. After the study of irradiation
effect on implanted silica, it is shown that the different implantation doses have
no effect on the absorption spectra after irradiation, the differential spectra
(irradiated implanted - implanted) at the same irradiation dose but different
implantation doses were the same. There was no observed interaction between
implantation and irradiation.
Plenty of future works can be done to continue this topic. First, in this
work, only optical absorption is measured to analyze the irradiation effect,
luminescence of these samples after irradiation can be measured to have a
complete view of the silica performance. Second, in the implantation part
deuterium implantation was chosen, other particles like helium, hydrogen can
be also used for implantation to find their impact on silica and the interaction
with irradiation.
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